MICHIGAN READS

Books written by authors from Michigan, stories set in Michigan locations (real or fictitious), and books about Michigan history.

**Fiction**
- Richard L. Baldwin
- JoAnna Carl
- Loren D. Estleman
- Jeffrey Eugenides
- Kelly Fordon
- Kim Harrison
- Joseph Heywood
- Steve Hamilton
- Susan Holster
- D.E. Johnson
- Elmore Leonard
- Josh Malerman
- Viola Shipman

**Nonfiction**
- The Faygo Book by Joe Grimm
  338.766362 G864f
- True Crime: Michigan by Tobin T. Buhk
  364.1 B931t
- Michigan Legends by Sheryl James
  398.209774 J291m
- The Lake Michigan Mermaid by Linda Nemec Foster
  811.6 F755l
- Weird Michigan by Linda S. Godfrey
  917.74 G577w
- Great Lakes Shipwrecks & Survivals by William Ratigan
  LH GEN 910.452 R236g
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